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It has been known for some time that an Ss(3, 4, v) exists iff v is even. The constructions 
which prove this result, in general, give designs having repeated blocks. Recently, it was shown 
that a simple Ss(3, 4, v) exists if v is even and v 3.4 (mod 12). In this paper we give an 
elementary proof of the existence of simple Ss(3, 4, v)s for all even v, v > 4. 
1. Introduction 
This paper deals with the construction of simple S,(3, 4, 21)s (for undefined 
terms and notation the reader is referred to Beth et al. [l]). It was previously 
shown by Hanani [2] that an &(3, 4, v) exists iff v is even but the construction 
establishing this result gives, in general, designs with repeated blocks. Kohler [4] 
has constructed simple cyclic S,(3, 4, v) for all v = 2 (mod 4) and Jungnickel and 
Vanstone [3] recently proved the existence of simple S,(3, 4, v) for all even 
u, TV f 4 (mod 12). The purpose of this paper is to prove the following theorem. 
Theorem 1.1. A simple S,(3, 4, v) exkts iff v is even and v # 4. 
It is obvious that v even and v # 4 is necessary. We proceed to establish the 
sufficiency in the next sections. 
2. Designs from l-factorization 
For completeness we will describe a general construction method for designs 
&(3, 4, v) due to Lonz and Vanstone [5]. 
Let H be any l-factorization of Kzm, where Kh is the complete graph on a 
2m-set V. For each factor F E H and for each pair of distinct edges e, e’ E F, form 
the set of four endpoints of e and e’. Denote the collection of all such 4-sets by B. 
It is easily checked that Dn = (V, B) is an S,(3, 4, 2m). As in [3] we call D,, the 
S,(3, 4, 2m) associated with H. In order to construct simple designs we make use 
of the following. 
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Theorem 2.1. Let H be a l-factorization of Kzm. DH is simple ifs the union of any 
two distinct l-factors of H does not contain a 4cycle. 
The proof of this result is straightforward and so is omitted. In order to 
establish Theorem 1.1 we need only construct for each positive integer m > 3 a 
l-factorization H of KZm having the property that the union of any two distinct 
l-factors of H does not contain a 4-cycle. This we will do in the next section. 
3. Main result 
In this section we consider the following 1-factorizations of K, for various 
values of m. 
HI: label the vertices of Kzm with the elements of Z2m_-1 U (03) where 00 is an 
indeterminate. Let E,={(i,m)}U{(i+j,i-j): lsjcrn-1}, OSii2m-2. 
Then HI = {Ei: 0 c s 2m - 2) is a l-factorization of Kzm for any positive integer i 
m. 
H,: Label the vertices of K2,,, for m odd with the elements of 2, x Z2. For 
convenience we denote (i, k) by ik. Let 
4 = {(iI, iz)} U {((i +j)I, (i - j)I): 1 <j< (m - 1)/2} 
U {((i + j)2, (i - j)J: 1 C j C (m - 1)/2}, 0 C i S m - 1 
and 
l$={(j,,(i+j),):OSj6m-l}, m+lCiS2m-1. 
H, = {E: 0 c i s 2m - 2) is a l-factorization of KZm when m is odd. 
H3: Suppose 2m = 3t + 1 and we label the vertices of K, with the elements of 
(& x &,) U (00) where 03 is an indeterminate. We define the following l-factors 
of K2,,,. 
fi = {(m, iI)} U {((i + j)I, (i -j),): 1 s j =5 (t - 1)/2} 
U{(jZ, (j-i)3):OGj=St-1}, OSiCt-1 
Gi = {(a, Q} U {((i + j)2, (i -j)*): 14 j 6 (t - 1)/2} 
U{(j3,(i-j-l)J:OGjGt-1}, OSiSt-1 
and 
Hi = {(co, i3)} U {((i + j)3, (i - j)3): 1 s j C (t - 1)/2} 
U{(ji,(i+j-l),):OGj<t-l}, O=SiSt-1. 
It is easily checked that H3 = (6, Gi, Hi: 0 c i s t - 1) is a l-factorization of 
K 2m. 
It was shown in [3] that DH, is simple provided m S 2 (mod 3). We require the 
following results. 
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Theorem 3.1. Dn, is simple for all positive integers m = 5 (mod 6). 
Proof. We first consider the l-factors fi and Z$ where i fj, 0 s i, j s (m - 1)/2. If 
a 4-cycle is created in the union of these then it must involve pairs in 4 of the 
form ((j + i)k, (-j + i)k) and ((h - i)k, (-h + i) ) k w h ere k is either 1 or 2. But in 
4 we have the pairs 
((j + i)k, (h + i)k) and ((-j + i)k, (-h + i)k) 
or 
((j + i)k, (-h + i)k) and ((-j + i)k, (h + i)k). 
Since the sum of elements in a pair is constant we have in the first case 
j+h+2i=-j-h+2i or 2(j+h)=O 
implying j = -h which is impossible. In the second case we have 
j-h+2i=-j+h+2i or 2(j-h)=O 
implying j = h which is impossible. Hence, no 4-cycle is possible in this case. 
Suppose we now consider E, 6 where i # j and m s i, j s 2m - 2. If 
(h,, (j + i)J and (L (1 + 92) are pairs in fi forming a 4-cycle with l$ then 
I-h+i=h-l+i or 2(f-h)=O 
which implies 1= h. 
Finally, we consider 4, 4 where i #j, and 0 <i s (m - 1)/2, m s j s 2m - 2. 
Suppose the pairs ((i + k),, (i - k),) and (i + h)2, (i - h)2) form a 4-cycle with 
edges from 4. Since differences in pairs of 4 are constant we must have 
(i+h)-(i+k)=(i-h)-(i-k) 
or 
(i + h) - (i -k) = (i -h) - (i + k). 
In the first case 2(h - k) = 0 implies h = k and in the second h = -k which is 
also impossible since both h and k are distinct, nonnegative and at most 
(m - 1)/2. This completes the proof of the theorem. 0 
Theorem 3.2. DH3 is simple for all positive integers m = 2 (mod 6). 
Proof. Since m - 2 (mod 6) v = 121+ 4 for some integer 1. Construct H3 with 
t=41+1. 
It is easily seen that if two pairs from a l-factor of E form a 4-cycle with some 
other l-factor then the subscripts occurring in these pairs must occur an equal 
number of times. We also note that the pairs in 6 with subscript 1 form a l-factor 
of K+l and since 21+ 1 # 2 (mod 6) no two pairs of this type can form a 4-cycle. 
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The only remaining possibility is a pair of the form (~0, ir), (k2, (k - i)3). If these 
form a 4-cycle with a pair (03, jz), (h3, (j - h - 1)i) then k = j and j = k + 1 which 
is impossible. Hence no & can give a 4-cycle. It remains to show that no Gi or Hi 
can give a 4-cycle. Most of the arguments for fi carry over to Gi and Hi. Suppose 
the pair (~0, iz), (k3, (i -k - 1)i) in Gi forms a 4-cycle with the pair (w, j3), 
(hi, (j + k - IL) in Hi. Thenj=k, i-k-l=h and i=j+h-1 or j=k and 
j = k + 2 which is impossible. This completes the proof. 0 
Proof of Theorem 1.1. As mentioned earlier the necessity that TV is even and 
v # 4 is easily established. 
If u = 2m and m f 2 (mod 3) the result was established in [3]. Now if 
m = 2 (mod 3) we consider two cases. First if m = 5 (mod 6) then the result 
follows directly from Theorem 3.1. If m = 2 (mod 6) then 2m = 121+ 4 for some 
integer 1. The result follows from Theorem 3.2 and the proof is complete. Cl 
4. Conclusion 
In this paper we have established the existence of simple S,(3, 4, ZI)S using an 
elementary direct construction. It also follows from this paper and [3] that simple 
resolvable &(3, 4, 2r)s exist for all v = 0 (mod 4), u > 4. 
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